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 Steven E. Aschheim

 Nietzschean Socialism -

 Left and Right, 1890-1933

 We are all, no doubt, aware of Friedrich Nietzsche's elitist contempt
 for the masses and their life-negating ressentiment morality.1 The
 enemies of social democracy certainly were and often made Nietzsche
 the focus of their attack on the left. As one conservative English
 commentator put it in 1909: 'John Bull is a patient just now.
 Nietzsche is the only doctor who can help him, for his greatest disease
 is socialism ... Dr Nietzsche either cures his patients radically or kills
 them.'2 Committed Marxists from Franz Mehring3 to Georg Lukacs4
 stated their position as clearly. Nietzsche was both symptom and
 spokesman of an irrationalist post-Hegelian philosophy that reflected
 the interests of the bourgeoisie and capitalism in its most aggressive
 and expansive stages. He was the great enemy of the proletariat. In
 the light of all this, what possible meaning could the expression
 'Nietzschean socialism' possess?

 The answer to this question will hopefully illuminate not only the
 remarkably diverse forms which representations of Nietzsche
 assumed and the protean influence he exercised on multiple and often
 quite unexpected areas of German life. It will also reveal a snapshot
 of a highly volatile political consciousness between 1890 and 1933,
 one which routinely regarded itself as being in crisis. For this was the
 period in which orthodox left-right distinctions were constantly
 challenged and blurred; perceptions of political boundaries were
 made increasingly fuzzy by activists and thinkers in search of novel
 modes of identification.5 Nietzschean categories played an important
 role in this process. They contributed to the general sense of fluidity,
 loosening traditional definitions and rendering political postures
 more open and elastic.

 These developments affected socialist self-understanding as much
 as they did other sectors of the political spectrum.6 Throughout
 Europe, the strict Marxist definition of socialism was challenged by

 Journal of Contemporary History (SAGE, London, Newbury Park, Beverly Hills and
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 various dissident tendencies within the left itself. Post-Marxist

 anarchist, syndicalist and revisionist formulations mushroomed on
 the political landscape. In such an atmosphere the idea of'socialism'
 - outside of a generalized identification with the working classes and
 some form of egalitarian commitment - became ever more vague
 and susceptible to 'external' influences and effective counter-inter-
 pretations. Nietzsche often served as a major figure in these exercises,
 an important source for articulating many of the concerns associated
 with these tendencies. Nietzsche's Rezeption, after all, was always a
 matter of selective reading and related to subjective ideological
 projection. Nietzsche's wide range of available and often contra-
 dictory aphorisms combined with his aestheticism and anti-systematic
 posture made such acts of appropriation both tempting and relatively
 simple. This was particularly true for radicals of all types.7 They were
 attracted to Nietzsche partly because of his devastating indictment of
 the status quo and partly because he provided a counter-language, a
 rhetoric of total regeneration and vision of the New (or 'Super') Man
 which could channel the revolutionary impulse, while at the same
 time keeping the content of that impulse vague, indeed open and
 unclassifiable, as a matter of principle.

 Given all this, it was not surprising that when the radical right
 sought to appropriate the idea of socialism for its own purposes
 Nietzsche was the central inspiration in such a transition. That the
 new right should choose to designate itself as 'socialist' was perhaps a
 paradox, but it did reflect an awareness that the term had become an
 essential catchword, a vital force of modern integrative mass politics.
 In the new right's eyes, it was extremely important to wrest both the
 socialist constituency and its definitional monopoly from the left. In
 forging its own notion of socialism it stripped the concept of almost
 all Marxist landmarks and made any precise grasp of its contours
 even more elusive.8 For all that, the basic outlines can be identified.
 The right now offered a 'national socialism' as a counterweight to the
 Marxist idea of international proletarian revolution. Its ideologues
 could proclaim themselves socialists not only because they assigned
 to the state authoritarian powers to regulate socio-economic life
 along quasi-corporate lines, but also because they couched their
 analyses of society in terms of a biting critique of the bourgeoisie and
 accorded to the lower classes a major role in their visions of a
 post-liberal, post-Marxist, national regeneration. Nietzsche provided
 a fruitful source for these themes. His radicalism was easily moulded
 into the framework of a right which, unlike its older conservative
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 counterpart, sought to mobilize and integrate the working classes as
 an active part of the nation. 'Socialism' here meant inclusiveness,
 achieving membership and participating within the broader whole.
 This was a conception which conflated the national with the 'social'.
 Dedication to the nation would create a socialism of the Volks-

 gemeinschaft, a viable substitute for the socialism of class.
 The Nietzschean impulse in the socialism of both the left and right

 can only be understood within the context of this crisis of political
 and definitional revaluation. To be sure, it took on numerous guises,
 fulfilled diverse functions and was often the work of opposed circles.
 Still, these were all expressions of dissent from either bourgeois
 respectability or left-wing orthodoxy, non-conformist visions of
 regeneration. Nietzschean socialism was part of an ongoing quest for
 new forms of politico-cultural integration, providing suggestive
 images of an idealized future which transcended conventional class
 distinctions. Although we will only be concerned here with the
 German case, this holds true for all the variants of Nietzschean
 socialism, which was a European-wide phenomenon. It ranged from
 the voluntarist-individualist ethics transcending obligatory norms,
 the emancipatory communism beyond good and evil as expounded
 by pre-revolutionary Russian Marxists such as Anatol Lunacharski
 and Stanislav Volsky,9 through Sorel's transmutation of Nietzsche's
 elitism to the proletariat as the carrier of a future heroic, post-
 decadent civilization.10 It encompassed Mussolini's pre-1914 Lebens-
 philosophie Marxism with its emphasis on will, energizing vitality and
 its 'warrior' relationship to reality."l Similarly, it informed Viktor
 Adler's infusion into Austrian social democracy of 'Dionysian'
 impulses, designed to arouse the nascent proletariat to a wilful
 consciousness of its own power.'2

 We must, however, concentrate on Germany. Nietzsche's presence
 began to manifest itself seriously within German social democracy in
 the 1890s, the period which coincided with his general popularization,
 when numerous 'Nietzsche cults' took hold.13 It was then that

 Nietzschean language and categories penetrated the organized
 socialist world and became part of its vocabulary. Regardless of its
 political and institutional separatism, neither the socialist movement
 nor the working class were immune to broader cultural influence. It is
 true that much of this Nietzschean terminology became part of a
 system of negative 'code-words', a mode of condemning one's
 political enemies. Socialist propaganda increasingly disparaged
 opponents in terms of their ruthless 'will-to-power', labelling the
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 bourgeoisie as ruthless Ubermenschen (Gewaltmenschen), 'beasts of
 prey' and the like.'4 Still, Nietzschean terms were not only used
 negatively. Positive socialist goals of worker emancipation often
 found expression within a Nietzschean frame. J. Karmeluk's 1904
 Proletarian Sermon on the Mount: An Intermezzo from the Trans-
 valuation of Values,'5 for instance, was a socialist counter-liturgy,
 based explicitly upon Nietzschean inspiration. This was a socialist
 gospel, a new testament to the transvaluation of values, affirming the
 workers' will-to-power and arguing that only struggle and rebellion
 would bring about the workers' paradise. Socialism and the anti-
 Christ in tandem were the keys to the new earthly liberation.

 Such exercises were not always limited to pamphleteering. In the
 years before the first world war, men like Max Maurenbrecher (1874-
 1930) sought practical ways of reaching the working classes through
 the establishment of a kind of post-Christian socialist Nietzschean
 religion.16 Maurenbrecher, who was both a Protestant pastor and a
 political activist, left the evangelical church in 1907 and joined the
 new 'churches', 'free religious communities' which, while independent
 of the official socialist apparatus, attempted to wean the workers
 away from traditional sources of religious inspiration. Nietzsche was
 the central figure here, Maurenbrecher's paradigm for a modernist
 secular religiosity, his Zarathustra the model of god-like self-creation
 of the world. This Nietzschean religion was conceived as a comple-
 ment to, not a replacement of, Marx.'7 Until the first world war at
 least, Maurenbrecher could insist on Marx and Nietzsche's com-
 monalities: both shared the anti-clericalism of the Enlightenment,
 rejected Christianity and maintained the idea of a this-worldly
 redemption. They met in their secular visions of the future. But
 Maurenbrecher epitomized the political fluidity of the times. During
 the war, he rejoined the church and thereafter moved from Marx and
 social democracy to a Deutschnational position. Yet all these changes
 did not entail a lesser commitment to Nietzschean values. Indeed, the

 ingredients of this socialist Nietzschean religion and its volkisch
 counterpart were not all that different. Maurenbrecher always
 emphasized the heroic, willing and tragic elements of such a religion
 - elements which were at home on both sides of the political fence.18

 It is doubtful whether any of the versions of Nietzschean religion
 had much influence on the few working-class communities they
 actually reached. This does not mean, however, that Nietzsche did
 not have an impact on workers in other ways. The little evidence that
 exists - scattered and unrepresentative though it may be - suggests
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 that Nietzsche had indeed made some inroads. In an 1897 survey of
 Leipzig workers' libraries, A. Pfannkuche reported that Nietzsche's
 works had been far more widely borrowed than those of Marx,
 Lassalle and even Bebel.19 Of course, the numbers were small, but
 Adolf Levenstein's 1914 book Friedrich Nietzsche in the Judgement of
 the Working Classes20 also made it clear that educated workers were
 acquainted with the philosopher. In his foreword, Levenstein
 suggested that there was a kind of affinity between workers and
 Nietzsche: both were quintessential 'outsiders'. Be that as it may, for
 our purposes the responses to Levenstein's questions demonstrated
 proletarian familiarity with Nietzsche. Whether positively or nega-
 tively received, Nietzsche had become a point of reference.

 This was a noteworthy phenomenon. For all that, the historical
 importance of 'Nietzschean socialism' does not depend upon
 Nietzsche's purported impact on daily working-class attitudes.
 Rather its significance derives from its function for intellectuals and
 activists as both a critical and visionary tool, a mode of advancing
 alternative post-orthodox representations of socialism. This was
 certainly true for the adventures of the Nietzschean idea within the
 German Social Democratic Party. There it always manifested itself as
 a kind of underground form of dissent. Its numerous versions were
 expressions of, and responses to, the ongoing crisis within Marxism.
 Defenders and attackers of the faith were quite aware of this
 configuration: Nietzschean impulses within social democracy were,
 almost by definition, heretical.

 The very articulation of the orthodox line by Franz Mehring, one
 which unequivocally damned Nietzsche as the philosopher of capital-
 ism, was in itself partly a reaction to the importation of Nietzsche into
 German social democracy in the 1890s by a group of radicals who
 became known as the Jungen. Led by Bruno Wille, this circle accused
 the party of a kind of accommodationist embourgeoisement, com-
 mitting itself to a parliamentary rather than a revolutionary course. It
 argued that the party was becoming ossified, its centralized bureau-
 cratic institutions growing ever further removed from the masses. In
 the end, the Jungen articulated nothing less than a critique of the
 authoritarian dangers within Marxism. The utopian and anarchist
 strains within this critique were inspired and legitimized by an appeal
 to a Nietzschean-based individualism. Wille's play An Enemy of the
 People - produced by the Freie Volksbiihne in 1890 - and a series of
 polemic works21 forcefully brought home the Jungen's point:
 Nietzsche was the ideal champion for fashioning a critique of party
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 mindlessness and conformism which stifled all possibilities of free,
 creative expression. This individualism did not, the Jungen claimed,
 entail a repudiation of socialism. Nietzschean ideals could become
 universal property: proletarians did not have to be part of an
 anonymous mass. They too could be 'higher men'; personal freedom
 and socialism were reconcilable.

 The Jungen's explicit attack on the party leadership inevitably
 resulted in a struggle which could only lead to their defeat.22 Many of
 its adherents left the party and became Independent Socialists. Their
 journal Der Sozialist soon took on an anti-centralist, anti-statist hue.
 Nietzschean voluntarism became the crucial guideline informing
 their anarcho-socialist vision of the future. No one worked out the

 bases of this Nietzschean anarchism more radically than the one-time
 editor of Der Sozialist, Gustav Landauer.

 Landauer, as Eugene Lunn has demonstrated,23 was able to
 harness Nietzschean irrationalism and voluntarism and point them in
 a left- rather than right-wing direction. He created an anarchism
 based on a form of vitalism and the notion of a wilful individual and

 collective self-transformation. Of course, this, like all forms of
 interested Nietzschean appropriation was based upon a selective
 form of reading. Landauer filtered Nietzsche's negation of human
 solidarity and community out of his system while incorporating the
 philosopher's critique of materialism into a more volitional socialism.
 This was based on an insistence (common to all forms of Nietzschean
 socialism, whether of the left or the right) that social questions could
 be solved through transformations of consciousness, through will. As
 Landauer put it in his Aufrufzum Sozialismus (1911):24 'Socialism is
 possible and impossible at all times; it is possible when the right
 people are there to will it and to do it; it is impossible when people
 either don't will it or only supposedly will it, but are not capable of
 doing it.' Here Nietzschean anarcho-socialism served as an alternative
 to a cold, determinist Marxist orthodoxy. Landauer explicitly upheld
 the Nietzschean insistence that life and culture required illusion.25
 Viewed from this perspective, socialism was a kind of consciously
 generated anti-historicist myth of perpetual individual and collective
 self-creation.

 Although the Jungen affair caused a great outcry at the time, it did
 not have a lasting effect on party policy other than to reinforce the
 leadership's scepticism of fashionable intellectuals. Franz Mehring
 pilloried the Jungen (and the naturalism they often espoused) as
 'decadent youth, exploiters of rot, and rummagers in ruins', the kind
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 of people who 'boast about syphilis to prove their manhood'.26
 Others depicted the Nietzsche cult as a kind of radical chic, one which
 made the older radicalism of socialism appear dull and outmoded.27
 Caustic outside observers like Karl Kraus shared these sentiments.

 He labelled such modish Nietzscheans the 'superapes of the coffee-
 house' (Uberaffen des Kaffeehauses).28

 Despite the heavy onslaught, it was from this point that the
 ongoing efforts of various socialist intellectuals somehow to fuse
 Marx with Nietzsche began.29 Very early on, some of these critics
 were conscious that Nietzsche had posed some of the ultimate
 questions confronting modern culture. Socialists would have to deal
 with the problems of post-Marxist modernism. They would have to
 internalize Nietzsche, as one critic put it, at the same time as they
 overcame him.3" Of course, such a Nietzschean impulse could follow
 numerous paths. For certain individuals, Clara Zetkin and Erich
 Muihsam,31 for instance, the fascination was merely episodic, a
 passing phase or a romantic stage in their politico-intellectual
 development, which would lead them far away from Nietzsche. For
 others - like Ernst Bloch32 and the Frankfurt School33 Nietzsche

 was both a challenge and indispensable aid to a reconsideration and
 revitalization of Marxism from within.

 In the present context, however, individual Marxist theoreticians
 are less relevant than the more organized expressions of the
 Nietzschean impulse within the German Social Democratic Party.
 We must now, briefly, consider one more such version as articulated
 by a particular section of the revisionist wing of the party. It is true
 that in 1893 Eduard Bernstein had dismissed the literary Nietzscheans
 and the Jungen as elitists, advocates of a simple Nietzschean Herren-
 Anarchismus.34 For all that, reformists aligned in the main with the
 independent Sozialistische Monatshefte and its editor, Josef Bloch,
 annexed Nietzsche as perhaps the authority and inspiration for their
 brand of revisionist socialism. Again, Nietzschean images and
 metaphors provided the guidelines for another internal socialist
 heresy (a heresy quite different from that advocated by the Jungen).
 The Monatshefte fashioned a Nietzsche legitimizing a new conception
 of working-class integration at home and abroad.35 Indeed, it
 fostered a kind of Nietzschean socialist nationalization of the masses.

 Domestically, this was to be achieved through a process of
 Nietzschean individualization, one which would gradually differenti-
 ate a too homogeneous and isolated working class and provide it with
 an opportunity to enter the mainstream of national life. As Willy
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 Hellpach wrote in 1900, this was the stage of socialist and proletarian
 development in which Nietzsche could be of crucial importance.36
 Despite Neitzsche's lack of awareness of the fact, he had to be seen as
 a kind of prophet of socialism. (Hellpach was not alone in this
 casuistic claim - almost all Nietzschean socialists of the left and

 right had to argue that Nietzsche was in many ways ignorant of his
 own incipient 'socialism'.) Nietzsche, Hellpach argued, had opposed
 political democracy because it only encouraged herd feeling and mass
 levelling. Economic democratization was another matter. This would
 simply amount to the application of the Nietzschean principle of
 Individualitdt to the life of the proletariat. It was this principle which
 would make members of that class aware of the 'feeling of selfhood'.
 Slowly, individuals would be able to rise through their own efforts
 and a class structure rendered more mobile and fair.

 Socialists, declared Hellpach, had to appropriate Nietzsche's
 'aristocratic' principle as their own. As the process of differentiation
 began to operate within the working class, proletarians too would be
 able to qualify for membership in that elite of 'higher men' whom
 Nietzsche (and presumably the Monatshefte) idealized as law-givers
 of the future.

 On occasion, socialists employed the martial Nietzschean language
 of conflict, hardness and courage (justified as the property of a rising,
 non-decadent class embodying 'life' and the will-to-power against the
 weakness of its declining class opponents) as guidelines for militant
 trades-union and party tactics within Germany.37 The Monatshefte,
 however, reserved such imagery for the journal's propagation of an
 aggressive, expansive foreign policy. The worker was to be integrated
 into German society through Germany's entrance into world,
 imperial politics. The journalist Karl Leuthner was the energetic
 spokesman of this line, which he pursued relentlessly. Leuthner
 schooled his readers in the ecstatic Nietzschean language of the
 will-to-power, transmuting that will and collectivizing it into a
 national instrument. He harnessed Nietzsche's vitalism and emphasis
 on struggle to form a socialist politics of imperial expansion, one that
 was purportedly linked to the interests of the working class.38

 It is not surprising that party leaders felt it necessary to dissociate
 themselves from such notions. Leuthner's name, wrote Karl Kautsky,
 had become a byword for 'German volkisch arrogance' and a 'pan-
 German outlook, which in him outweighs other considerations'. Otto
 Bauer accused Leuthner of'contaminating broad sectors of the people
 with a cynical nationalist ideology of the overlord (Herrenideologie)
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 which flies in the face of all ethics . . .'.39 This branch of revisionist

 socialism (one which ultimately turned out to be the foe of its more
 measured, Social Democratic leader Bernstein) was, indeed, a form
 of 'national socialism'. As Roger Fletcher has pointed out,40 we must
 be aware of false inferences when comparing the various kinds of
 'national socialism' which were soon to mushroom. One must

 evaluate these developments in their own context rather than as part
 of nazi teleology.

 Nevertheless, there were certain common emphases, not least of
 which was an explicit anti-Marxist tactic of integration and the
 propagation of a Nietzschean kind of German socialism as a vibrant
 alternative to the Marxist brand. In an age of ideological syncretism,
 Nietzsche's presence and influence assumed importance on both sides
 of the political divide. Yet we must put all this into perspective. As far
 as the organized socialist movement of the left was concerned, the
 Nietzschean impulse ultimately possessed only marginal significance.
 Although it manifested itself in a variety of ways and functioned as a
 kind of protean irritant, prompting various important intellectual
 re-evaluations of Marxism and party life, it could never, for obvious
 reasons, become normative or part of the mainstream.

 This was not true for the numerous ideologies of German socialism
 developed by polemicists of Weimar's radical right. There Nietzsche
 stood at the very centre, the pivot of an attempt by conservative
 revolutionaries to reappropriate the socialist monopoly from the left
 and put it to right-wing ends. In this exercise, Nietzsche functioned as
 the authoritative counterfoil to Marxist radicalism, a prophet who
 both incarnated and enunciated authentic German Geist against
 competing, alien ideologies. Like Nietzscheans of every stripe, these
 circles, of course, selected from the Nietzschean storehouse only
 those images, categories and metaphors which suited their purpose.
 In so doing, they formulated a transfigured conception of socialism
 which left behind all its left-wing Marxist associations.

 This transmutation of Nietzsche into a Germanized national

 socialism was possible only as a result of the Great War. It was this
 event, above all, which bestowed upon Nietzsche national respect-
 ability and integrated him securely into the pantheon of German
 national heroes.41 Before the war, the right - despite the frenetic
 efforts of Nietzsche's sister Elizabeth to endow Nietzsche with a

 patriotic pedigree 42 had, by and large, shied away from what it
 regarded as Nietzsche's subversive and anti-nationalist views. The
 war created an atmosphere conducive to a radical change in
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 perception. From 1914 on, Nietzsche's anti-German views were
 either conveniently ignored or transmogrified into a kind of 'higher'
 nationalism through the casuistic exercises of countless polemicists
 and ideologues. This culminated in 1918 with Thomas Mann's
 Reflections of a Non-Political Man and Ernst Bertram's mythologi-
 zation of Nietzsche into an ur-German hero.43 By then Nietzsche had
 become an integral part of the volkisch framework. Many of its
 proponents regarded only him as prophetic and revolutionary
 enough, capable of providing the armoury of necessary concepts, the
 idiom of heroic struggle and power, to give shape to an attractive and
 modern counter-conception of socialism.

 The new right-wing version of socialism was inextricably tied to the
 themes and mythology of the first world war. It sought to replace the
 language of class with that of the masculine community at war. This
 was to be the basis of a new kind of integration of the worker into
 society. Indeed, the remaking of the worker became increasingly
 identified with the recovery of the nation itself. In the polarized
 context of the Weimar Republic, this was a vision which combined
 attractiveness, relevance and plausibility.

 There were, of course, differing strands in this German Nietzschean
 socialism of the right. Nevertheless, basic commonalities can be
 identified. In the first place, almost all its exponents couched their
 notions in terms of an explicitly irrationalist Lebensphilosophie, one
 in which the abstract rationalism of Marxism and liberalism were

 depicted as being hopelessly unsuited to capturing the authentic
 sources of 'life'. The right, of course, was held to incarnate 'life' and
 as such stood above and beyond rational scrutiny. Consistent with
 this view, politics was grasped in Nietzschean 'aesthetic' terms. Fused
 with a voluntarist conception of action, politics became transformed
 into the problem of will. Nietzsche's will-to-power was socialized and
 nationalized into a heroic German will-to-power.

 In 1919, as a direct response to the German revolution and an
 attempt to redefine its goals and rechannel its impulse, Moller von
 den Bruck announced the union of Nietzsche and socialism. He first

 enunciated the bases of this viewpoint in the mass-circulation
 Illustrierte Zeitung in an article entitled, appropriately enough,
 'Nietzsche and Socialism'.44 Nietzsche, wrote von den Bruck, had
 begun to sense that there was a positive as well as a negative potential
 in socialism. For socialism, when correctly understood, could be the
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 'will-to-affirmation of life'. All revolutions when properly steered
 could be creative and result in new human powers, which could
 strengthen the nation. This too could be applied to present events.
 Von den Bruck quoted Nietzsche's prediction: 'One day the worker
 will live like the bourgeois; but above him, the higher caste
 characterized by its frugality: thus poorer and simpler, but in
 possession of power.' This was already partially true for the workers.
 At this stage of the revolution, they had to decide which values to
 choose: those of a 'materialist' outlook, a merely political socialism,
 or an idealist conception, a 'spiritual socialism', whose ethical
 consequences Nietzsche had made clear.

 In 1923, when the immediate threat of a workers' take-over seemed
 to have safely passed, von den Bruck published his famous Das dritte
 Reich, in which he formulated a less urgent conception of German
 socialism and expanded upon his previous ideas. Von den Bruck's
 socialism combined individualist and corporativist elements with a
 massive dose of anti-Marxism and a clearly patronizing view of the
 working classes he sought to liberate. Nietzsche, von den Bruck
 insisted, sought to bring new individuals from the proletariat into the
 nation. Of course, these people in their present condition were
 undeniably without ideals, material men in an economically regulated
 world, part of a proleteriat that still lived an animal existence.45
 Nevertheless, despite their materialist and amorphous condition,
 they could be gradually incorporated into the life of the nation
 through shaping and spiritualization. Was not Nietzsche thinking of
 worker dignity when he proclaimed: 'There must be no relation
 between pay and accomplishment. Each individual according to his
 gifts must be so placed that he does the best that is in him to do.'

 Nietzsche's was a nobler interpretation of communism, von den
 Bruck declared, for he substituted the levelling idea of equality with
 that of equality of rights on a higher and more moral plane. He
 recognized only one measure of human values and demanded that the
 proletariat attain it. Beyond this individualism, M6ller von den
 Bruck linked his socialism inextricably to the nation. When workers
 placed themselves within this framework their actions would be
 transformed from mere force into creative power. Socialism was not
 about a single class; it acquired meaning only when it embraced the
 whole people and their economic necessities.46 Worker inclusion was
 the basis of national regeneration: 'This New Socialism must be the
 foundation of Germany's Third Empire.'47 It was a socialism which
 began where liberalism and Marxism ended, one that was indissolubly
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 tied to a national regeneration couched in explicitly Nietzschean
 terms: 'The manpower of sixty million,' wrote von den Bruck, 'must
 be transformed into the will-power of sixty million ... This will is the
 only thing we can surely count on . . .'48

 Moller von den Bruck, like so many other Nietzscheans, was also
 attracted to Nietzsche because of his virulent hatred of liberalism.

 Nietzsche obviously provided convenient tools for the radical right's
 critique of liberal bourgeois society. But he also enunciated the
 outlines for a regenerative modernist masculine alternative. The
 socialism of the right was engendered by the search for a healthy,
 post-decadent and anti-bourgeois New Man. Explicitly juxtaposed to
 Marxist socialism, Nietzschean values of heroism, struggle and power
 were placed at its 'spiritual' centre, one that was posited not along the
 lines of the factory but, rather, the community of the trenches. As
 Werner Sombart, yet another exponent of this line of thinking,
 argued, there was a fundamental distinction between Marxist
 socialism, whose essence was materialistic and characterized by a
 calculating merchant spirit, and a German socialism which was
 essentially idealistic and heroic, one which preferred being a lion for
 the day to being a sheep for the century.49 It was the antithesis of the
 labour-cult whose whole ideology rested upon a foundation of
 thorough ressentiment.50

 This kind of heroic socialism of the right was part of a rejection of
 western 'hedonism', of progress and utility, values associated with a
 despised Marxist (and liberal) world-view. They were replaced by a
 'tragic' Nietzschean anti-historicist vitalism. This encouraged a
 socialism of duties as well as of rights, one that stressed sacrifice in
 terms of a supra-individual goal or ideal. Typically, this goal was not
 the international proletariat but the nation.

 It should be made clear that not all those who advocated some

 form of 'national socialism' were nazis. Yet the attempt to reduce the
 social to the national and vice versa increasingly characterized all
 segments of the German radical right. As Hitler put it in 1932:5'

 Every true national thought is in the last analysis social... he who devotes himself
 wholly to his people ... he who so comprehends our great anthem 'Deutschland,
 Deutschland iber alles', that nothing in the world stands higher for him than this
 Germany ... is a socialist. That was and is the socialism of the Front, of Adolf
 Hitler, and was and is the socialism of the Steel Helmet.

 It was thus that the various versions of this socialism were able to
 substitute Prussian for Marxist traditions as constitutive of 'true'
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 socialism. In this conception the major socialist virtues were courage,
 discipline, order and obedient subordination. Nietzsche was crucial
 in providing an updated masculine vocabulary for such values. But it
 went further than that. His modes of thought neatly fitted (or were
 made to fit) the requirements of the radical right's essentially supra-
 historical presentation of the world. Typically, social relations were
 reduced to manifestations of 'spirit', Geist. Supra-historical Nietz-
 schean values of 'life' and the will-to-power were integrated into a
 notion of socialism that, as Jeffrey Herf has pointed out in another
 context,52 lifted the worker out of a material context. German (or
 Prussian) Nietzschean socialism provided a set of symbols and
 metaphors which claimed to provide a central place for the working
 classes without, as Herf observes, 'calling class and property relations
 into question'.

 Nietzschean socialists of the right almost always began their
 analyses with diagnoses of present decadence, with the belief that
 Germany was sinking into a state of hopeless degeneration; only
 radical, at times even apocalyptic, 'socialist' measures would be
 able to bring about the required revitalization. Oswald Spengler
 articulated both these themes.

 It is significant that in his first volume of The Decline of the West
 (1918) Spengler combined his analysis of socialism as a cultural
 phenomenon with the book's only full discussion of Nietzsche (whose
 influence, apart from Goethe, Spengler acknowledged as being
 primary). At this stage, Spengler exhibited an ambivalent, indeed a
 critical, attitude to both Nietzsche and socialism. Socialism was
 portrayed as part of the late western condition, a universal and
 ultimate expression of Faustian ethics in its declining and negative
 stage. Like science, it lacked the creativity of the Faustian ethic as it
 manifested itself during the high period of Kultur; it was practical and
 soulless, a property of mere Zivilisation, lacking all metaphysical
 qualities. It reduced everything to an external, social character,
 intolerantly intent on socializing everything into its own mould. As
 such, it was a universal, inescapable part of modernity:53

 If we allow that socialism (in the ethical, not the economic, sense) is that world-
 feeling which seeks to carry out its own views on behalf of all, then we are all without
 exception, willingly or no, wittingly or no, socialists. Even Nietzsche, that most
 passionate opponent of 'herd morale', was perfectly incapable of limiting his zeal to
 himself in the classical way. He thought only of 'mankind', and he attacked
 everyone who differed from himself . . . the Nietzschean Zarathustra - though
 professedly standing beyond good and evil - breathes from end to end the pain of
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 seeing men to be other than as he would have them be ...
 Socialism - in its highest and not its street-corner sense - is, like every

 other Faustian ideal, exclusive . . . When Nietzsche wrote down the phrase
 'transvaluation of all values' for the first time, the spiritual movement of the
 centuries in which we are living found at last its formula... It is just this, the general
 transvaluation, that makes ... - using the word in a novel and deep sense -
 socialism.

 Nietzsche, wrote Spengler, did not have the courage to draw his
 own conclusions. It was left to George Bernard Shaw, he claimed, to
 complete the argument which Zarathustra had been too fastidious to
 make. His Man and Superman and Major Barbara gave practical and
 precise forms to these vague Nietzschean impulses. Shaw pursued
 Nietzsche's notion of breeding the Superman. In doing so he
 recognized the Darwinian nature of the project and that Nietzsche
 had in essence demanded 'the transformation of mankind into a

 stud-farm'. Ironic as it may have seemed, Spengler argued, Nietzsche's
 master-morality, with its scheme of systematic breeding - 'a
 completely materialistic and utilitarian notion' - 'derived . . . from
 that source of all intellectual modernity, the atmosphere of the
 English factory'.54

 This was heady, critical stuff, entirely changing the meaning of
 socialism in any of its conventional senses. Yet, already here Spengler
 hinted at the positive evaluation he would later give to Nietzschean
 socialism. Frederick William I of Prussia, we are told, was 'the
 prototype of the socialist in the grand sense'.55 Socialism, moreover,
 was 'not a system of compassion, humanity, peace and kindly care,
 but one of will-to-power. Any other reading of it is illusory. The aim
 is through and through imperialist; welfare, but welfare in the
 expansive sense, the welfare not of the diseased but of the energetic
 man who ought to be given and must be given freedom to do,
 regardless of obstacles of wealth, birth and tradition.'56

 In this view, socialism was the freedom to rise beyond one's class
 and allow all suitably gifted men the opportunity to express the
 will-to-power. In the second volume of The Decline of the West (1922),
 Spengler went considerably beyond this position. He depicted a
 cosmic struggle in which capitalism played the role of the destructive
 money-powers. Socialism, on the other hand, was the antithesis of
 capitalism, the hard-working, self-sacrificing, caring servant of the
 state, 'suddenly the focus of immense life-forces'.57 It was, indeed,
 nothing less than 'the will to call into life a mighty politico-economic
 order that transcends all class-interests, a system of lofty thought-
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 fulness and duty-sense that keeps the whole in fine condition for the
 decisive battle of its history . .'58

 The Decline of the West was, however, a large quasi-scholarly tome
 and the theme of socialism was apt to get lost in its labyrinthine
 meanderings. This was not the case with Spengler's 1920 polemic
 Preussentum und Sozialismus, in which this form of Nietzschean
 socialism was held clearly in view and made an inseparable part of
 German history. Socialism was simply identical with the Prussian
 virtues of leadership, courage, discipline and obedience. These were
 the keys to the integration of the working class into the wider
 community, the basis too for national regeneration. In this volume,
 Nietzsche was hardly mentioned by name, yet his spirit, language and
 values permeate Spengler's vision. Nietzschean terms provided the
 modern idiom which was grafted onto a desperate attempt to
 conserve traditional values and Prussian social structure. Socialism,
 wrote Spengler, had nothing to do with the contradiction between
 rich and poor but with the capacity to dominate 'Life':59

 I turn to the youth . . . Become men! We do not need ideologues any more, no
 speeches of Bildung and the spiritual mission of the Germans. We need hardness, we
 need a fearless scepticism, we need a class of socialist mastermen. Once again:
 socialism means power, power and yet again power.

 It was not in Spengler, however, but in Ernst Jiinger that this
 tendency found its apotheosis. His Der Arbeiter (The Worker, 1932)
 was not only a celebration of Prussian over Marxist virtues; it also
 took to its limits a radical vision where a new conception of labour
 becomes the principle of all of society. In Jiinger's transmutation of
 Nietzsche, in his peculiar image of nationalized socialism, the worker
 becomes the centre of all life, pivot of the present, model of the future.
 He represents, indeed, the very basis of human existence and its
 capacity for regeneration.

 Here, the right-wing celebration of the worker reaches its highest
 point. Yet we must be aware of the way in which Jiinger portrays him.
 For Jiinger's worker in no way resembles the familiar proletarian of
 everyday reality. He is a stylized representation geared towards the
 future. The worker is regarded not in terms of socio-economic
 categories but as a metahistorical type, a de-individualized Gestalt.
 This Gestalt had its basis in a kind of aesthetic politics. The Gestalt,
 Jiinger wrote,60 was beyond good or evil. It was similarly neither false
 nor true. Rather, it was a phenomenon comprehensible only in its
 own terms. One either experienced its dynamic or did not.
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 Junger's post-war Weimar vision of the future worker society
 sought to maintain the Kriegserlebnis and make it part of everyday
 modern life. The worker and the order he would bring about, Jiinger
 declared, emanated a pure will-to-power, one that was quite removed
 from all previous bourgeois expressions. Indeed, the worker
 represents the antithesis of the bourgeois whose whole project had
 been to deny the elemental and the dangerous as essential ingredients
 of life.61 The war, wrote Jiinger, had re-established the centrality of
 these phenomena. As such, it had relegated the bourgeois order
 clearly to the past. The new order of the future could already be
 apprehended as a kind of realization of Nietzschean reality: 'It has
 become unnecessary to occupy oneself with the transvaluation of
 values - it is sufficient to see the new and participate in it.'62

 The new age was one in which the elemental ruled and the old
 bourgeois forces were doomed to extinction. It seemed nothing less
 than the actualization of Nietzsche's exhortation to 'live dangerously'.
 Junger without Nietzsche is virtually unimaginable. As he put it in
 Das Wdldchen 125, 'Almost everything that most strongly moved us
 ... we owed to the lonely Nietzsche.'63 Even though Nietzsche is not
 often mentioned by name, both the form and content of Jfinger's
 work breathes the spirit of the philosopher. His writings are an
 impassioned and peculiar updating of Nietzschean themes. Der
 Arbeiter seemed to herald the Nietzschean age, a society created in
 Nietzsche's dynamic and nihilistic image.

 Yet Junger tamed the dynamic by socializing the worker into a
 highly disciplined, indeed instrumentalized world. He typologized
 and collectivized the Nietzschean man of his own making, harnessing
 him to an impersonal national and industrial framework. Nietzsche
 was put on the workbench, Zarathustra transformed into a faceless
 cog in an industrial machine bent on total mobilization. Typical of
 the 'reactionary modernists', Jiinger combined the heroic language
 and themes of German neo-romanticism with an acceptance - and
 redefinition - of modernity. The primitive and the sophisticated
 came together in Junger's fantasy by making 'will' the mediating
 force. The sense of power and discipline were combined through the
 willed control of technology and production. In all this, labour was
 placed at the centre, a key to the totality of things. Through his
 elemental capacities and his labour, the worker was destined to
 become the regenerative and ruling force.64

 The creation of a new humanity was the goal of the worker. This
 had nothing to do with the traditional Stdnde, or class, in the
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 nineteenth-century sense. Based upon the principle of heroic realism,
 the new order represented the death of the individual and the rise of
 the type. Junger's new man would not experience himself as an end
 but only as a means, a carrier of the elemental will-to-power. As in
 war, where individual character counted for less than collective
 machine-line action, the new age would render individual character
 obsolete.65 Nietzsche's will-to-power was now mechanized, techno-
 logized. The apparatus of the modern industrial state would be an
 expression of the worker's will-to-power.66

 In this new society, the laws of war and total mobilization were to
 be applied to all areas of life and the distinction between combatants
 and non-combatants expunged. Freedom was no longer conceived as
 an expression of individual independence but as an act of becoming
 part of the totality. It was a world in which the worker's will-to-power
 made freedom and obedience identical.67 In the final version of

 Nietzchean socialism, Nietzsche's individualism was entirely sub-
 merged by its own post-war brutalization. On the eve of the rise of the
 nazis, both Nietzsche and socialism underwent their ultimate
 transfiguration.

 It is not the business of the cultural historian to attack or defend any of
 the various uses and interpretations of Nietzsche as 'true' or 'false'.
 His task, rather, lies in examining the differentiated modes of
 diffusion and annexation, the myriad ways in which Nietzschean
 themes were shaped, absorbed and applied within different contexts.
 The history of Nietzschean socialism as we have related it was a
 system of selective representations, one which suitably fashioned
 Nietzsche and grafted him onto different strains of a redemptive idea
 basic to our century.

 Always present, but only as a dissenting impulse within organized
 socialism, it found its ultimate expression - and a more receptive
 constituency - within the modernist radical right, a right which
 attempted to reappropriate socialism for its own purposes and to
 forge the working classes into its own nationalist vision. These circles
 sought to come to terms with the modern industrial world by
 harnessing it to their own values. They promised an aesthetic of
 regeneration, while in effect leaving the material bases of society
 untouched. The Nietzschean socialism of the right, for all that, has
 left few traces in the post-second world war period. While it now
 remains only a matter of historical interest, the Nietzschean
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 problematic lives stubbornly on in the warily sophisticated rumi-
 nations of a post-1945 western Marxism, ever critical of its own
 previously naive rationalist and progressivist underpinnings. This
 Marxist tradition, its premises and epistemology, its grave sense of
 crisis and search for sources of possible renewal, cannot be fully
 comprehended outside of its tortured dialogue with Nietzsche and its
 highly ambivalent attitude towards him. For these thinkers, whatever
 remained salvageable in the corpus of Marxist hope and analysis
 could only be facilitated on the basis of both the selective assimilation
 and overcoming of the Nietzschean heritage. That confrontation is
 not yet over and the enduring attempt somehow to combine, if not
 definitively fuse, Nietzsche with Marx is a history which cannot yet be
 written.68

 Notes

 1. There are numerous examples of this. See, for example, Beyond Good and Evil,
 sections 202 and 203 in Walter Kaufmann's translation (New York 1966), 115-18. See,
 too, Kaufmann's translation of The Will to Power (New York 1968), sections 125, 209,
 340, 373, 753, 755, 864.

 2. See J.M. Kennedy, The Quintessence of Nietzsche (London 1909), 79-80. Quoted
 in James Joll, 'The English, Friedrich Nietzsche and the First World War' in I. Geiss
 and B.J. Wendt (eds), Deutschland in der Weltpolitik des 19 und 20 Jahrhunderts
 (Diisseldorf 1973), 296.

 3. Kapital und Presse: Ein Nachspiel zum Falle Lindau (Berlin 1891). Mehring
 developed this theme in later writings. See Ernst Behler, 'Zur Friihen Sozialistischen
 Rezeption Nietzsches in Deutschland', Nietzsche Studien 13 (1984).

 4. The classic statement of Nietzsche as the father of anti-socialist proto-fascist
 irrationalism is to be found in Lukacs, The Destruction of Reason, translated by Peter
 Palmer (New Jersey 1981). It was originally published in 1953.

 5. For an excellent analysis of this process see Zeev Sternhell, 'Fascist Ideology' in
 Walter Laqueur (ed.), Fascism: A Reader's Guide (Berkeley and Los Angeles 1976).

 6. The present essay deals with only that aspect of Nietzschean Rezeption that
 impinges on the question of 'socialism'. Nietzschean themes, of course, penetrated
 German culture in numerous ways. This article forms part of a larger study, 'The
 Nietzsche Myth', in which I will attempt to cover the major areas of influence along the
 political spectrum.

 7. Very early on Nietzsche was himself aware of his attraction for radicals. In a letter
 to J.F. Overbeck of 24 March 1887 Nietzsche wrote: 'Enclosed a strange fact, which
 comes more and more to my attention. I have gradually come to have some
 "influence" - all underground, of course. Among all the radical parties (socialists,
 nihilists, anti-semitists, Christian-orthodox, Wagnerians) I enjoy an amazing and
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 almost mysterious esteem.' See Karl Loewith, From Hegel to Nietzsche: The Revolution
 in Nineteenth-Century Thought (New York 1965), n.59, 423.

 8. Adherents of this tendency were aware of the vagueness of the term and played on
 that fact. See Parts II and III of Werner Sombart's Deutscher Sozialismus (1934). It has
 been translated into English by Karl F. Geiser under the title A New Social Philosophy
 (New York 1969).

 9. On these thinkers see Eugene Kamenka, The Ethical Foundations of Marxism
 (London 1962), 178-79.

 10. See the insightful comments of J.L. Talmon in his The Myth of the Nation and the
 Vision of Revolution: The Origins of Political Polarisation in the Twentieth Century
 (London 1981), 468-69.

 11. Ernst Nolte, 'Marx und Nietzsche im Sozialismus des Jungen Mussolini',
 Historische Zeitschrift, 191 (1960).

 12. William J. McGrath, Dionysian Art and Populist Politics in Austria (New Haven
 and London 1974). See especially chapters 2 and 8.

 13. R.A. Nicholls, 'Beginning of the Nietzsche Vogue in Germany', Modern
 Philology, 56 (1958).

 14. For a differentiated analysis along these lines see the article by Vivetta Vivarelli,
 'Das Nietzsche-Bild in der Presse der Deutschen Sozialdemokratie um die Jahr-

 hundertwende', Nietzsche Studien, 13 (1984).
 15. J. Karmeluk, Die Proletarische Bergpredigt: Ein Intermezzo aus der Umwertung

 aller Werte (Zurich 1904). See Vivarelli, op. cit., 564-65.
 16. See my 'After the Death of God: Varieties of Nietzschean Religion', Nietzsche-

 Studien, 17 (1987). Worth mention is Albert Kalthoff, another Protestant pastor.
 He also took a form of Nietzschean socialist religion to the workers but gave it a
 decidedly Christian bent. See his Zarathustrapredigten: Reden iiber die sittliche
 Lebensauffassung Friedrich Nietzsches (Leipzig 1904) and Die Religion der Modernen
 (Jena 1905).

 17. See his Das Leid: Eine Auseinandersetzung mit der Religion (Jena 1912). The work
 was dedicated 'to the interflow between Marx and Nietzsche'.

 18. Thus Maurenbrecher's Uber Friedrich Nietzsche zum deutschen Evangelium:
 Gottesdienste und religiose A useinandersetzungen (Dresden 1926). R. Hinton Thomas's
 argument that as Maurenbrecher abandoned his progressive commitment and turned
 increasingly towards nationalism he tended to ignore Nietzsche is incorrect. Nietzsche
 had his uses for people on most parts of the political spectrum even as they were
 expressed in one person. See Thomas, Nietzsche in German Politics and Society
 1890-1918 (Manchester 1983), 128.

 19. A.H. Th. Pfannkuche, Was liest der deutsche Arbeiter (Tubingen and Leipzig
 1900), 23. See Vivarelli, op. cit., 521.

 20. Friedrich Nietzsche im Urteil der Arbeiterklasse (Leipzig 1919), 2nd edition. See
 especially p.iii.

 21. Beginning with 'Der Mensch als Massenmitglied', Freie biihne (1890) and
 culminating with his Philosophie der Befreiung durch das reine Mittel: Beitrage zur
 Padagogik des Menschengeschlechts (Berlin 1894).

 22. Thomas, op. cit., has a useful account of this episode. See chapter 1.
 23. In the following account I rely on Lunn. See his Prophet of Community: The

 Romantic Socialism of Gustav Landauer (Berkeley 1973).
 24. Quoted in Martin Buber, 'Landauer', Paths in Utopia, translated by R.F.C. Hull

 (Boston 1958), 47.
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 25. Landauer's emphasis on illusion was clearest in his Skepsis und Mystik (1903).
 See Lunn, op. cit., 160.
 26. 'Der heutige Naturalismus', Die Volksbuhne, I, 3 (1892-93), 9-12. See Vernon T.

 Lidtke, 'Naturalism and Socialism in Germany', The American Historical Review, 79
 (1974), 28-29.
 27. For instance, see Kurt Eisner, Psychopathia Spiritualis. Friedrich Nietzsche und

 die Apostel der Zukunft (Leipzig 1892).
 28. Quoted in Vivarelli, op. cit., 531. See also Karl Kraus, Die Fackel, II, 51 (August

 1900), 21-22.
 29. A few examples must suffice. Franz Servaes, 'Nietzsche und der Sozialismus:

 Subjective Betrachtungen', Freie Biihne, III (1892); Albert Dietrich, 'Marx und
 Nietzsches Bedeutung fur die Deutsche Philosophie der Gegenwart', Die Dioskuren, I
 (1922); F. Schwangart, 'Was ist uns Nietzsche', Heimstunden: Proletarische Tribunefur
 Kunst/Literatur/Dichtung (May 1925).

 30. A good example of this kind of argument can be found in Samuel Lublinski,
 'Nietzsche und der Sozialismus', Europa: Wochenschrift fur Kultur und Politik, I, 22
 (15 June 1905). See especially 1084-85, 1091-92.
 31. See David Bathrick and Paul Breines, 'Marx und/oder Nietzsche: Anmerkungen

 zur Krise des Marxismus', in R. Grimm and J. Hermand (eds), Karl Marx undFriedrich
 Nietzsche: Acht Beitrige (Konigstein 1978), 127-29. This article has been particularly
 useful in suggesting various ideas followed here.
 32. See Bloch's 'Uber das Problem Nietzsches', Das Freie Wort, 6 (1906) and 'Der

 Impuls Nietzsches' in Durch die Wiisste. Kritische Essays (Berlin 1923), 108-12.
 33. Peter Puetz, 'Nietzsche im Lichte der Kritischen Theorie', Nietzsche Studien, 3

 (1974).
 34. See Bernstein's review of W. Weigand's F Nietzsche in Die Neue Zeit, XI, 38

 (1892-93). Quoted in Vivarelli, op. cit., 530.
 35. Roger Fletcher has written a useful history of this circle and has stressed

 Nietzsche's role in their thinking. The present section is indebted to this work. See his
 Revisionism and Empire: Socialist Imperialism in Germany (London 1984).
 36. Hellpach wrote under the pseudonym Ernst Gystrow. See his 'Etwas uber

 Nietzsche und uns Sozialisten', Sozialistische Monatshefte, 4 (1900).
 37. See, for instance, Franz Laufk6tter, 'Die Taktik des Starken und Taktik des

 Schwachen', Die Neue Gesellschaft, 4 (July 1906).
 38. For example his 'Herrenvolk und Poebelvolk', Sozialistische Monatshefte, 13

 (1909). Fletcher, op. cit., has a full list of Leuthner's publications for this journal.
 39. Both quotes can be found in Fletcher, op. cit., 101 and 99 respectively.
 40. Ibid., 186.

 41. I have attempted to provide an account of the complex way in which the first
 world war, Nietzscheanism and the image of Nietzsche interacted. See my 'Zarathustra
 in the Trenches: The Nietzsche Myth and World War I' in Religion, Ideology and
 Nationalism in Europe and America: Essays in Honour of Yehoshua Arieli (Jerusalem
 1986).

 42. See H.F. Peters, Zarathustra's Sister. The Case of Elizabeth and Friedrich
 Nietzsche (New York 1985). Of course, there were various other efforts to make
 Nietzsche respectable in terms of the German tradition. The most notable of these was
 Karl Joel's Nietzsche und die Romantik (Jena 1905). For all that, Nietzsche as a major
 force in right-wing political thinking did not take off until the later war period.

 43. Both these works were originally published in 1918. Mann's Reflections of a
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 Non-Political Man has now been translated into English by Walter D. Morris (New
 York 1983). See also Ernst Bertram, Nietzsche: Versuch einer Mythologie (Berlin 1918).

 44. 'Nietzsche und der Sozialismus', Illustrierte Zeitung, 152, 3948 (1919), 233. The
 Nietzsche quotation below is from The Will to Power (1882), 764.

 45. See the translation by E.O. Lorimer, Germany's Third Empire (New York 1971),
 especially 151-54. The Nietzsche quotation below is from The Will to Power
 (Spring/Fall 1887), 763.

 46. Ibid., 221.
 47. Ibid., 76.
 48. Ibid., 136.

 49. See Sombart's A New Social Philosophy, op. cit., especially 72. His Deutscher
 Sozialismus typified the trends summarized here. The outlines of Sombart's thinking
 were already contained in his war tract, Handler und Helden (Munich and Leipzig
 1915).

 50. A New Social Philosophy, op. cit., 81-82.
 51. Ring, 30 (1933). Quoted in A New Social Philosophy, ibid., 49.
 52. Jeffrey Herf, Reactionary Modernism: Technology, Culture and Politics in

 Weimar and the Third Reich (Cambridge 1984), see 52 and 103. I am particularly
 indebted to this work.

 53. Oswald Spengler, The Decline of the West I: Form and Actuality, translated by
 Charles Francis Atkinson (New York 1980). The quotes are given in composite form
 from 342, 351, 342.

 54. Ibid., 371. See the comments generally on 370-72.
 55. Ibid., 347.
 56. Ibid., 361-62.

 57. Volume II: Perspectives of World History, translated by Charles Francis
 Atkinson (New York 1980), 464.

 58. Ibid., 506.

 59. Preussentum und Sozialismus (Munich 1925), see especially 99.
 60. 'Der Arbeiter' in Ernst Jiinger, Werke, 6: Essays, II (Stuttgart 1964), 47.
 61. Ibid., 26ff; 53ff.
 62. Ibid., 61.

 63. Das Waldchen 125: Eine Chronik aus den Grabenkampfen 1918 (3rd edition.
 Berlin 1926), 154. I should like to thank Millard Griffin for this reference.

 64. 'Der Arbeiter', op. cit., 154.
 65. Ibid., 118ff and the whole section entitled 'Die Ablosung des Burgerlichen

 Individuums durch den Typus des Arbeiters'.
 66. Ibid. See the section 'Die Technik als Mobilisierung der Welt durch die Gestalt

 des Arbeiters', 164ff.
 67. Ibid., 159.

 68. I intend elsewhere to detail some of these developments, especially in relationship
 to the use made of Nietzsche by contemporary 'new right' intellectuals in France.
 Relevant literature can be found in James Miller, 'Some Implications of Nietzsche's
 Thought for Marxism', Telos (Fall 1978); Peter Puetz, 'Nietzsche and Critical Theory',
 Telos (winter 1981-82); Jiirgen Habermas, 'The Entwinement of Myth and Enlighten-
 ment: Re-reading Dialectic of Enlightenment', New German Critique, 26 (spring-
 summer 1982). For the recent French attacks on Marxism and their employment of
 Nietzsche, see Kate Soper, Humanism and Anti-Humanism (London 1986).
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 Steven E. Aschheim
 is Lecturer in German Cultural

 History at the Hebrew University,
 Jerusalem. He is the author of Brothers

 and Strangers: The East European Jew
 in German and German Jewish

 Consciousness, 1800-1923 (Madison
 1982) and is currently working on a
 project concerned with Nietzsche's

 influence on German political culture.
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